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Water reuse is one answer to the problem of water scarcity that present and future 

generations will face. Wastewater applied to land can intentionally recharge aquifers for future 

reuse. Regulations related to phosphorus (P) applications to soils (P index in Florida) are likely 

to regulate aquifer recharge systems because wastewater is a P source. While regulations need to 

be based on science, environmental impacts due to continuous application of wastewater P to 

soils have received limited research. A careful determination of the fate and transport of 

wastewater P on a full scale land treatment system can provide useful information in the 

development of P indices for land application of wastewater and in the determination of the “life 

span” of the study sites. The Conserv II system, located west of Orlando, FL, promotes 

groundwater recharge with a commonly used method called surface spreading using rapid 

infiltration basins (RIBs). Each RIB at Conserv II has different qualitative infiltration rate 

characteristics (“good” or “not so good”), age (young, middle aged and old) and number of cells 

(1 to 4). We selected four distinct cells, each one within a different RIB type, for study. We 

attempted to field validate the soil P storage capacity (SPSC) for predicting the maximum 

amount of P that can be safely applied to the cells. The concept assumes that P in a soil is 
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predominantly associated with iron (Fe) and aluminum (Al) oxides and it relies on a site-specific 

threshold P saturation ratio (PSR). The threshold is normally defined by the change point that 

corresponds to the PSR value above which water extractable P (WEP) increases rapidly. A 

collective change point for the studied cells could not be determined in the field, but a change 

point was well defined in a laboratory study that mimicked long-term wastewater P application 

to soils. The change point of ≈ 0.1 found in the laboratory study agrees with the literature. Two 

approaches were conducted to investigate why the change point was found in the laboratory 

study but not in the field: 1) a P fractionation study combined with a chemical modeling software 

and 2) a kinetics study of P retention rate, along with field infiltration rate measurements. Results 

from the fractionation study showed that in most cases soil P association was with Fe and Al 

oxides. Chemical modeling revealed that P can potentially associate with calcium (Ca) and 

magnesium (Mg) in old cells, as suggested by P sequential extraction data from surface samples 

of a particular cell. Results from the second approach revealed that <50% of equilibrium P 

adsorption is reached because wastewater-P flows rapidly through surface soils in the cells. 

Therefore the SPSC concept could not be applied to the Conserv II sites because either 

equilibrium conditions were not met in any of the studied cells or because Ca-P and Mg-P (rather 

than Fe- and Al-P) associations dominated P removal in the surface of one cell. Groundwater 

data show that at least one of the old cells is failing to reduce wastewater P concentrations. 

Changes in management practices are suggested to enhance soil P retention and reduce potential 

impacts of wastewater-P on groundwater quality. 

 



 

CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Water scarcity is probably one of the biggest challenges that present and future generations 

face. Despite the fact that the total volume of renewable fresh water is several times greater than 

needed by the world’s population, only about 30% is accessible for human use (Metcalf & Eddy, 

2007). Assuming no shift in water consumption pattern, nearly 50% of the world’s population is 

projected to live in water-stressed (water supplies less than 1700 m3 per capita per year) river 

basins by 2025 (World Resource Institute, 2000). 

Fresh water supply shortages are caused by a variety of factors: population growth, 

increased demand for water, unequal distribution of fresh water in the world, climate change, and 

degradation of existing water supplies. Probably the most prominent approach to increase fresh 

water availability is by reusing wastewater. Although some people still oppose wastewater reuse, 

humans have long been reusing water: ancient populations used wastewater for crop irrigation 

and for recharging water bodies (O’Connor et al., 2008). Indications of irrigation using 

wastewater in the Minoan civilization in ancient Greece extend back approximately 3000 years 

(Asano and Levine, 1996). 

During the nineteenth century, the introduction of large-scale wastewater carriage systems 

led to an unplanned water reuse: wastewater discharged in water bodies ended up being used for 

drinking purposes. Contemporary water treatment was minimal, and led to catastrophic 

epidemics of waterborne diseases in big cities like London (Asano and Levine, 1996).  

The United States began planning water reuse programs early in the 20th century. 

California pioneered water reuse by approving reuse regulations in 1918. In 1940, chlorinated 

wastewater was used for steel processing, and in 1960 urban reuse programs started in Colorado 

and Florida. Currently, the WateReuse Association estimates that nearly1010 L d-1 of municipal 
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wastewater is reused, and reuse is growing at about 15 percent per year in the United States 

(Metcalf & Eddy, 2007). 

The states of Florida and California lead the country in terms of volumes of water reused. 

Florida has many challenges in terms of water availability. Despite the apparent abundance of 

water (1,270 mm of rainfall per year), Florida has the fourth largest population in the country and 

has a projected population of 20 million by 2020. However, Florida was motivated to become the 

nation’s water reuse leader to reduce eutrophication of surface waters, rather than to increase 

water availability for the expanding population (Metcalf & Eddy, 2007).  

Prior the 1960s, discharge of secondary treated wastewater into surface waters was a 

common practice. Regulations created in the 1960s, however, limited the quality and quantity of 

the wastewater discharged in Florida surface water bodies significantly. As a result, a move 

towards land application of wastewater started in the 1970s (Metcalf & Eddy, 2007). For 

example, as a result of a court decision in 1979, the City of Orlando and Orange County, Florida, 

were obligated to stop discharging municipal effluent into Shingle Creek by 1988. The city and 

the county joined forces and decided to create a groundwater recharge system named Conserv II 

(USEPA, 2004). 

The Conserv II system was not the first such system in the United States: groundwater 

recharge with reclaimed water has been practiced in the country for more than 40 years (Metcalf 

& Eddy, 2007). One of the most common and oldest technologies for groundwater recharge is 

called surface spreading using rapid infiltration basins (RIBs), which is specifically the system 

used at Conserv II. Rapid infiltration basins (RIBs) require less previous wastewater treatment 

and relatively small land area and maintenance requirements when compared with other 

groundwater recharging systems (USEPA, 2004). 
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The RIB system has two main purposes: to provide long-term water storage and to 

improve the reclaimed water quality (Metcalf & Eddy, 2007). The system, and other wastewater 

land treatment systems, can attain a degree of nutrient removal for wastewaters that would be 

more expensive to attain using biological treatment systems (Hu et al., 2005). In addition, the 

RIB system has the advantage of storing water in the watershed for future reuse (e.g. irrigation) 

during seasonal water shortages (USEPA, 2006). 

Rapid infiltration basins (RIBs) are constructed on highly permeable soils (e.g. sandy 

loam, loamy sand, and fine sands) to accomplish high hydraulic infiltration rates (USEPA, 2004). 

Rapid movement of wastewater through sandy soils can limit soil remediation of wastewater 

constituents, such as phosphorus (P), because the contact time between soil and wastewater can 

be less than the time required for maximum adsorption to occur. 

The presence of P in water supplies has no direct human health consequences, but P is the 

limiting factor for eutrophication in many fresh water systems, so P removal from wastewater is 

necessary before effluent discharge to water bodies (USEPA, 2006). In addition, P accumulation 

in the soil may limit the life expectancy of wastewater land treatment systems (Hu et al., 2005; 

USEPA, 2006; Zhang et al., 2007). Phosphorus is removed by adsorption and precipitation, and 

the soil is the major player in the treatment process (USEPA, 1981; United States Army Corp of 

Engineers, 1982; USEPA, 2006). The removal processes occur when P reacts with aluminum 

(Al), iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) (either as dissolved ions, as hydrous oxides, or as oxides) to 

form insoluble hydroxy phosphates. Precipitates of various calcium (Ca) or magnesium (Mg) 

phosphate minerals can also form, or P can become adsorbed to the iron impurities on the surface 

of carbonates, or on clay minerals. Ideal soil characteristics in RIB systems include rapid 

infiltration rates of water (> 5 cm h-1) and low content (< 10 % by weight) of expanding-
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contracting clays (USEPA, 2006). High clay content reduces infiltration rates, but provides 

additional adsorption capacity for ions in the wastewater, mainly P (USEPA, 2004; USEPA, 

2006). 

The soil’s P removal capacity is finite, but cations in treated municipal wastewater can add 

to the system’s P sorption capacity. Hu et al. (2005) found that the P sorbing capacity increased 

with long-term wastewater application due to wastewater calcium additions and subsequent 

precipitation of Ca-P compounds. Woodard et al. (2007) suggested the same effect due to dairy 

effluent-borne Al. However, the phenomenon is not expected to occur in all wastewater land 

treatment systems, because soil pH and the chemical composition (e.g., Ca concentration) of 

various wastewaters differ. 

Extensive research has been done to quantify P-source impacts on water quality. Although 

soil testing alone does not answer all questions about P losses from soils, soil test P (STP) is 

often used to determine if the P concentrations in a given soil are sufficient to pose 

environmental risks. Soil test P has been broadly researched because it correlates well with 

subsurface P losses and is relatively inexpensive to perform (Maguire and Sims, 2002). 

Examples of STPs that have been used for estimating labile P are water extractable P (WEP), 

Olsen P, Mehlich-3 P, and CaCl2-extractable P (Maguire and Sims, 2002; Hooda et al., 2000; 

Sims et al., 2002). In the context of the present thesis, we define labile P as the fraction of 

adsorbed P that is rapidly desorbed from soil particles and thus, readily available for plant 

(Pierzynski, et al., 2000), and microbial uptake (Cross and Schlesinger, 1995) and for chemical 

reactions in soil solution. 

Another measure used for assessing P loss risks is the soil degree of phosphorus saturation 

(DPS), which is calculated as the ratio of acid ammonium oxalate extractable P to the sum of 
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acid ammonium oxalate extractable iron and aluminum in a soil and multiplied by an empirical 

constant based on soil type (Nair et al., 2004). Other researchers have suggested the use of 

Mehlich-3 instead of acid ammonium oxalate as the extractant in the DPS determination due to 

practical reasons (Maguire and Sims, 2002; Sims et al. 2002; Shober and Sims, 2007). Although 

DPS correlates well to P concentration in leachate waters, it fails to quantitatively indicate the P 

storage capacity of a soil (Oladeji, 2006). 

To overcome the limitation of the DPS concept, Nair and Harris (2004) suggested the use 

of a new approach, the soil phosphorus storage capacity (SPSC), as “a direct estimate of the 

amount of P a soil can sorb before exceeding a threshold soil equilibrium concentration.” The 

SPSC concept can be used to predict the maximum amount of P that can be safely applied to a 

soil (the amount of P leaching out of the soil and reaching a receiving water body is below a 

designated threshold). The SPSC is determined from equation 1-1: 

SPSC (mg kg-1) = (threshold PSR-calculated PSR) x (Alox + Feox) x 31,      (1-1) 

where (Alox+Feox) is oxalate extractable aluminum and iron (mmol kg-1), respectively, and 

represents a soil’s P sorption capacity. The phosphorus saturation ratio (PSR) is calculated from 

equation 1-2: 

PSR (phosphorus saturation ratio) = [(Pox)/(Alox + Feox)],            (1-2) 

where Pox represents oxalate extractable P concentration in mmol kg-1 of soil (Nair and Harris, 

2004). 

The SPSC concept assumes a threshold PSR value that corresponds to a critical (threshold) 

P solution concentration, which Nair and Harris (2004) originally proposed was 0.15 for Florida 

sandy soils. The rationalization behind choosing the threshold value is that the 0.15 value 

corresponds to the critical P solution concentration of 0.10 mg L-1, acceptable for streams by 
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USEPA (USEPA, 1986), and for shallow ground waters in the Netherlands (Breeuwsma et al., 

1995). 

One crucial variable to be accounted for in the threshold PSR value determination is the 

change point that corresponds to the PSR value above which WEP increases rapidly. Above the 

change point, P is believed to be sorbed on low-energy sites from which P can be easily released 

(Heckrath et al., 1995) and soil P loss is drastically amplified (Nair et al., 2004; Maguire and 

Sims, 2002). Below the change point, P is believed to be held on high-energy sites (Heckrath et 

al., 1995) and not readily released. Nair et al. (2004) found a change point PSR of 0.10 for soils 

from all depths, indicating that the value can be used independently of the soil depth studied. The 

SPSC equation proposed by Nair and Harris (2004) can be modified when necessary because the 

threshold PSR value is site specific (depending on soil characteristics and acceptable P solution 

concentration). 

Positive values of SPSC mean that a P-source can be safely land applied; negative values 

mean that P additions can result in P losses from the soil that can unacceptably contaminate 

groundwater. The approach has been validated by several researchers, using manure and 

biosolids as the P sources (Oladeji, 2006; Chrysostome et al., 2007). However, validation of the 

SPSC concept with municipal wastewater applied to land has not been accomplished. 

Regulations pertinent to land application of wastewater have to be considered. According 

to federal law (USEPA and USDA, 1999), each state Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS) must address P in nutrient management practice standards (code 590). Among three 

strategies to manage P in agriculture, Florida chose to use the P indexing tool (P index), which 

considers several landscape and management factors demonstrated to affect P loss from fields by 
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runoff and leaching (Oladeji, 2006). The wastewater applied in RIBs is clearly a P-source, and 

thus, P index applies to RIB operations. 

Wastewater P land application regulations need scientific basis, but environmental impacts 

due to continuous application of wastewater P to soils have received limited research (O’Connor 

et al., 2008), particularly in the case of RIB systems. A careful determination of the fate of 

wastewater P on a full scale system would provide useful information in the development of P 

indices for land application of wastewater and in the determination of the “life span” of the 

studied land treatment sites.  

Hypothesis and Research Objectives 

Previous studies have successfully validated the SPSC concept for biosolids and fertilizer 

amended soils. The concept needs to be validated for wastewater P, specifically when applied to 

RIBs, because different P sources have different potential to negatively impact the environment. 

Additionally, factors representing the soils and operation of RIBs are often unique and require a 

good understanding of the system to determine the P loss risk associated with the systems. 

• Hypothesis 1: Equilibrium between wastewater P and soil is not fully attained in RIBs 
because infiltration rates typically far exceed the time necessary to reach P adsorption 
equilibrium. 

• Hypothesis 2: SPSC predicts the life expectancy of RIBs before P breakthrough to 
groundwater at environmentally significant concentrations. 

• Hypothesis 3: The change point PSR value of 0.10 (Nair et al., 2004) is applicable to land 
application of wastewater. 

• Hypothesis 4: Long-term wastewater application to the RIBs increases soil P lability. 

• Hypothesis 5: Long-term wastewater applications do not alter the phosphorus species in 
the RIBs (treatment soils) as compared to phosphorus species in the soils surrounding the 
RIBs (control soils). 

• Objective 1: Estimate the degree (percentage) of equilibrium adsorption between P in 
wastewater and soil that is attained during wastewater application to the RIBs. 
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• Objective 2: Determine the P accumulation in the RIBs and evaluate the capability of the 
SPSC concept to predict the P breakthrough. 

• Objective 3: Establish the change point that corresponds to the PSR value above which 
WEP increases rapidly. 

• Objective 4: Compare water extractable P (WEP) results from treatment and control soils. 

• Objective 5: Characterize the various P fractions present in treatment and control soils. 

Study Approach 

The study approach consisted of field sampling by depth at four RIBs at Conserv II, 

located west of Orlando, FL. Soil samples were analyzed to determine the threshold PSR value 

and ultimately the SPSC of the studied RIBs at the Conserv II site. Infiltration rates were 

determined for selected RIBs. In addition, a lab experiment was conducted to determine the 

kinetics of P adsorption to and release from selected soil samples. Lastly, a P fractionation study 

and chemical equilibrium modeling were conducted to reveal the influence of the wastewater on 

the soil P speciation on each of the studied RIBs. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study Area 

The Water Conserv II land treatment system, located west of Orlando, FL (28.493N, 

81.620 W), is the largest system of its type in the world (Figure 2-1). In this 3,000 hectare 

system, citrus is irrigated with approximately 68 million liters of reclaimed wastewater per day 

(after tertiary treatment and disinfection). Reclaimed wastewater in excess of citrus needs 

(approximately 46 million liters per day) is disposed in 72 rapid infiltration basins (RIBs) with a 

total area of 1,507 hectares (Parsons et al., 2001; McFarland et al., 2007; Orange County Growth 

Management Department, 2006). 

The size of the basins varies from 0.4 ha to 4 ha. Surface soil with low permeability is 

excavated and used to construct confining berms around the basins. Algal growth (due to high 

solar incidence and high nutrient content in the reclaimed water) can reduce the water infiltration 

rate. Drying cycles (Figure 2-2) are needed to desiccate the soil and the algae, recovering the 

infiltration rate (Metcalf & Eddy, 2007). Another common practice for improving the infiltration 

rate in the RIBs is tilling the soil at the end of each drying cycle (Sumner and Bradner, 1996). At 

Conserv II, the tillage depth is approximately 5 cm, and tillage occurs at the end of each drying 

cycle. 

Properties of the tertiary wastewater land applied at the Conserv II are shown in Table 2-1. 

The wastewater characteristics are similar to typical constituent concentrations found in 

irrigation water, with the exception of potassium. All waters are neutrally charged and the sum of 

positively charged ions equals the sum of negatively charged ions (expressed in meq L-1). In 

terms of wastewater characterization, the comparison between cations and anions concentrations 

is the most fundamental quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) procedure. Differences 
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between cation and anion analytical results greater than 5% should be questioned (Idaho 

Department of Environmental Quality, 2007). Total cation and anion concentrations and the 

percentage difference are presented in Table 2-2. Differences greater than 5% may be due the 

fact that dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was not considered in the total anion concentration 

determinations. 

Guidelines for evaluation of water quality for irrigation are given in Table 2-3. The 

problems considered (salinity and infiltration) are related to long-term influences of irrigation on 

crops and soil properties, respectively. By comparing Tables 2-1 and 2-3, we conclude that the 

wastewater applied to the RIBs at Conserv II poses slight to moderate infiltration problems on 

soils. When very pronounced, infiltration problems can be a limiting factor to RIB operations 

because high infiltration rates ( > 5 cm h-1) are required for the systems (USEPA, 2006). 

State rule Chapter 62-610, Florida Administrative Code (FAC) regulates land application 

of reclaimed wastewater in the state of Florida. Part IV of Chapter 62-610.510, FAC regulations 

state that “at a minimum, pre-application waste treatment shall result in a reclaimed water 

meeting secondary treatment and basic disinfection levels prior to spreading into the rapid 

infiltration basins.” In addition, nitrate concentrations in the applied effluent cannot exceed 12 

mg L-1. The regulation does not include limits for P concentrations (Florida Department of 

Environmental Protection, 1999). Because the wastewater from Conserv II receives tertiary 

treatment and disinfection, and the average nitrate concentration is 4.82 mg L-1(Table 2-1), there 

are no legal restrictions on applications to the RIBs. 

According to the Web Soil Survey from the Natural Resource Conservation Services 

(NRCS), the soil at Conserv II is mapped as a Candler fine sand (hyperthermic, uncoated 

lamellic Quartzipsamments). The saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) for the RIB area is 
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reported as 33 cm h-1 (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2008). The Web Soil Survey 

makes no distinction for saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) values among depths and 

different RIBs (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2008). Conserv II (Candler) soils are 

similar to typical beach sand in terms of Ksat (Brady and Weil, 2002). The average bulk density 

(1/3 bar) for the Conserv II soil equals 1.53 and 1.58 g cm-3 for depths of 0 to 30 cm and deeper 

than 30cm, respectively (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2008). Values of Ksat and 

bulk density are both in accordance with Fares and Alva (1999), who studied another sample of 

the Candler soil. Other characteristics of Candler soil are presented in Table 2-4. Using the 

equation developed by Nair and Harris (2004) and the data from Table 2-4, the SPSC of the 

Candler soil is estimated as 34 mg kg-1. 

Conserv II operators qualitatively classify the RIBs based on observed wastewater 

infiltration rates: rapidly infiltrating RIBs are considered “good”; others are considered “not so 

good”. We decided to classify the RIBs by age as well, because age influences the total P loading 

applied to a given RIB, and the RIB’s expected SPSC (remaining capacity to retain P). We 

designated “old” RIBs as those operating since 1986, whereas “middle aged” and “young” RIBs 

started operating in 2002, and 2005, respectively. We selected four distinct cells within each RIB 

type for study (Table 2-5). 

Soil Sampling 

Eleven soil samples were obtained from the interior of the selected cells at 30 cm depth 

intervals to 300 cm using a hand auger. Wastewater was distributed to the cells through two 

outflows. The two outflows emitted wastewater at similar rates and the wastewater P was 

assumed to spread outwards, creating concentric circles of approximately equal soil P 

concentrations. The final distribution of the wastewater throughout the cells was not uniform, 

and areas near the outflows were expected to receive more wastewater (and, consequently, more 
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P) than areas away from the outflows. Therefore, the areas near the outflows were sampled more 

intensively. Four soil samples were taken at set distances (within ≈ 20 m) from the outflows in 

each half of the cell. There was always one sample point in the middle of the cell, and two 

sample points as far as possible from the outflows, near the cell edges (labeled MIDD and 

MIDU). The spatial distribution of samples taken from each cell is diagrammed in Appendix A. 

Control soil samples (no wastewater applied) were obtained from outside each cell to allow 

comparison of P characteristics, at a given depth, in soils affected (treatments) or not affected 

(controls) by wastewater additions. For each cell, 3 control samples were obtained in increments 

of 30 cm to a total depth that corresponded to 300 cm below the cell interior surface level. The 

control samples were obtained at horizontal increments of 15 m from the cell edge. 

During cell construction, the site was excavated so that the top of the soil profile within the 

cell was below the top of the soil profile outside the cells. We used the excavation depth of the 

cell to determine the corresponding depth to begin control sampling. We used a clinometer to 

determine the elevation difference between the cell surface and the surrounding area (outside the 

cell). Table 2-6 summarizes the vertical differences between the surface of various cells and the 

surrounding areas. Negative numbers indicate that the top of the soil profile in the control areas 

was lower than the surface level of the corresponding cells.  

Soil Analyses 

Soil samples were analyzed for oxalate extractable P, Al, and Fe and water extractable P 

(WEP). The oxalate extractable analysis followed the procedure of Schoumans (2000): 0.5 g of 

air-dried soil reacted with 30 mL of 0.2 M ammonium oxalate + oxalic acid solution (pH 3) 

shaken (200 rpm) for 4 hours in the dark. The suspensions were filtered through a Whatman 

number 42 membrane filter paper, and analyzed for oxalate-extractable P, Fe, and Al by 

inductively coupled argon plasma (ICAP). 
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The water extractable P determination followed the Self-Davis et al. (2000) procedure. 

Two grams of air dried samples were shaken (200 rpm) for 1 hour with 20 mL of distilled 

deionized (DDI) water. We then centrifuged (894 x g) the samples for 5 minutes and filtered 

(0.45 μm) the supernatant. Phosphorus concentrations in solution were determined using the 

ascorbic acid method (Murphy and Riley, 1962). 

We selected five surface samples and two deep (180 cm or 210 cm and 300 cm soil depth) 

samples to evaluate soil pH and EC distribution through the soil profile. We selected more 

samples of surface soil than soil deeper in the profile, because a P fractionation study suggested 

that the pH values in surface soils of certain cells were very different from native soils. Two 

control samples (one surface and one deep sample) from each cell were also analyzed for pH and 

EC.  

Soil pH was determined in a suspension composed of 1:2 soil to distilled, de-ionized water 

(DDI) ratio. Measurements were taken directly in the suspension using a pH meter after 30 

minutes of static equilibration followed by three minutes of suspension stirring (Thomas, 1996). 

After pH measurements, the suspensions were filtered and the filtrate analyzed for EC using a 

conductivity meter. 

Infiltration Rate Determination 

The infiltration rate of each of the studied cells was determined using a double-ring 

infiltrometer, following a standard test method (American Society for Testing and Materials, 

2003). The method consists of driving two cylinders of different sizes, one inside the other, into 

the ground with care so as to minimally disturb the soil. The inner and outer rings, made of 

galvanized steel, had approximately internal area of 179 cm2 and 540 cm2. The two rings were 

partially filled with clean water and the head (depth of water) was kept equal and constant in 

both cylinders, using a Mariotte siphon (American Society for Testing and Materials, 2003). 
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Measurements of the infiltration rate pertain to water in the inner ring, where the water is 

assumed to travel vertically through the soil (Metcalf & Eddy, 2007). The volume of water added 

to the inner ring to maintain the constant head was used as a measure of the volume of water 

infiltrating the soil (American Society for Testing and Materials, 2003). The outer ring served to 

promote one dimensional, vertical flow beneath the inner ring (American Society for Testing and 

Materials, 2003).  

For each cell, we measured infiltration rates at two locations (treatment sites): each 

measurement within 3 m from each wastewater outflow. The infiltration rate was assumed to be 

equal to the saturated hydraulic conductivity (at least for the soil’s first 30 cm) and described 

how fast the wastewater moves downward through the top soil. Additionally, we measured the 

infiltration rate at two control sites outside each cell. The ideal scenario would have been to 

excavate the control sites to the same elevation as the surface soil of the corresponding cell, 

because as explained before, the RIBs top soils were excavated during the construction. 

However, deep excavation was laborious and time-consuming and, ultimately, deemed 

unnecessary. 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) values for the Candler soil at various depths 

obtained from the Florida Soil Survey (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2008) were 

compared with our measured values. The variability of Ksat values at different depths (Natural 

Resources Conservation Service, 2008) was smaller than the variability between sites determined 

by our preliminary analysis (Appendix B). We concluded that spatial variation was the most 

important factor to be considered rather than variation due to depth. Thus, control sites were not 

excavated to the same elevation of the corresponding cell soil surface. Instead, we excavated the 
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control sites to 30 cm to remove plants, roots and excess organic matter and made Ksat 

determinations on the cleared soil (Figure 2-3). 

Infiltration rates were determined after the water inflow reached steady-state. Because we 

wanted to determine the infiltration rate under saturated conditions, the smallest value, after at 

least three repetitions of similar measurements, was adopted as the value for the sampling site. In 

all cases, we applied water to the rings for at least 20 minutes before measurements began. 

Readings were taken within 3 or 5 minutes, depending on the infiltration rate of the sampling 

location. Comparisons between results from treatment and control sites were hypothesized to 

reveal the long-term influence of the wastewater on the infiltration rate of the studied sites. We 

used the infiltration rate results to estimate the contact time between wastewater-P and soil to 

estimate the degree of P adsorption equilibrium reached during wastewater flow through the 

cells. 

Wastewater Data 

The Conserv II manager provided a complete characterization of the wastewater that has 

been applied to the cells since 2003 (Table 2-1) and the volume of the wastewater applied 

(Appendix C). We also decided to measure dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in the wastewater 

because DOC can compete for reactive adsorption sites with P in soils. Lane (2002) cited by 

Silveira et al. (2006) for instance, found that DOC reduced the capacity of an aluminum rich 

material – water treatment residual – to adsorb P. Dissolved organic carbon was determined from 

a single wastewater sample collected in November 2008. 

Dissolved organic carbon was determined on filtered (0.6 μm) wastewater adjusted to pH 

2.0 with ultra-pure 2 M HCl. Total organic carbon (TOC) was measured on a Shimadzu T5000 

Total Organic Carbon Analyzer (Mann and Wetzel, 1995) and identified as DOC. 
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PSR Study 

One of the objectives of the soil analysis was to determine the relationship between WEP 

and PSR for each cell. However, the range of PSR values found in the soil samples may not be 

large enough to explain completely the relationship between WEP and PSR. Greater PSR 

samples can be obtained by applying P solutions of various concentrations to control soil 

samples, mimicking what might happen in the field after several years of P wastewater additions.  

We ran batch equilibrium experiments with control samples from cell 6-21-C and cell 7-6-

B. Phosphorus solutions were added to increase the soil P loads. Assuming that the sum of 

oxalate extractable Fe and Al concentrations of the soil is a good indicator of the P sorption 

capacity of the soil (Maguire et al., 2001), we chose soils with relatively small and large Alox + 

Feox concentrations. The control sample from cell 6-21-C was taken at the depth of 270 cm and 

had Alox + Feox concentration of 813 mg kg-1. The control sample from cell 7-6-B was taken at 

the depth of 300 cm and had Alox + Feox concentration of 312 mg kg-1. The objective of the 

study was to create soil samples in equilibrium with a variety of P solution concentrations and a 

large range of PSR values. 

Lu and O’Connor (1999) developed a P sorption isotherm for a Candler soil and correlated 

P adsorbed with equilibrium P concentration, using 8 initial P concentrations that ranged from 0 

to 10 mg P L-1. For the Candler sample used, the equilibrium P concentration was about 1.6 mg 

L-1 when the initial P concentration was equal to 10 mg L-1 (Lu and O’Connor, 1999). The value 

of 1.6 mg L-1 is similar to the average P concentration of the Conserv II wastewater (1.67 mg L-

1). 

The following P concentrations: 0, 0.4, 0.8, 1.6, 3.2, 6.4, 9.6, and 12.8 mg P L-1 were used 

in the current study. The experiment followed the same procedure used by Lu and O’Connor 

(1999): soil solution ratio of 1:10 and reaction time of 5 days. The suspensions were then 
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centrifuged (894 x g), filtered (0.45 um) and P concentration in the liquid phase was determined 

using the ascorbic acid method (Murphy and Riley, 1962). We plotted the P adsorbed by the 

samples as a function of equilibrium P concentration and fit the data with three models 

(Langmuir, Freundlich, and the three-parameter Langmuir–Freundlich models) using an excel 

spreadsheet developed by Bolster and Hornberger (2007). 

From the P concentrations in solution (batch equilibration data), we estimated PSR and 

WEP values for each sample. All P adsorbed by each soil sample was assumed to be oxalate 

extractable. We considered that the new oxalate extractable P of each sample was equal to native 

adsorbed P, plus newly adsorbed P. Because P additions are not expected to change the soil’s 

Feox and Alox content, we assumed that Feox and Alox of each sample was the same before and 

after the experiment. Knowing the concentrations of Pox, Feox and Alox, we were able to 

calculate the PSR for each sample. 

The soil:solution ratio and matrix (water) used for WEP determinations (Schoumans, 2000) 

and in the PSR experiment were the same. Thus, the amount of P in solution for each data point 

in the batch equilibration study was assumed to equal the WEP value of each soil sample. 

Kinetics Study 

Phosphorus adsorption kinetics were determined by laboratory analysis. The study 

consisted of a batch technique where the effect of contact time between soil samples and a P 

solution was determined. The P solution concentration was 1.67 mg L-1 (similar to the average P 

concentration of the wastewater effluent applied to the RIBs at Conserv II). The matrix of the P 

solution was DDI water. 

We mixed two soil samples (BR2, obtained from cell 4-3-B at a depth of 300 cm and 

Control 3 from cell 6-21-C at a depth of 90 cm) with the P solution at a ratio of 1:10. The soils 

used had the lowest PSR values among the treatment and control samples, respectively. 
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Mixtures were shaken for: 1 min, 5min, 10min, 15 min, 30min, 60min, 5h, 10h, 24h, 48h, 

and 5d. The time periods of 24h and 5d were expected to represent 70% and 100%, respectively, 

of equilibrium between a Candler soil and a P solution (Lu and O'Connor, 1999). We compared 

the infiltration rate results with the kinetics study data and estimated the degree (percentage) of 

equilibrium between the soil and P solution achieved during wastewater infiltration in the RIBs. 

Phosphorus Fractionation Study 

A P fractionation study was conducted to determine if the wastewater altered significantly 

the percentage of various P fractions in each cell. Soil P fractions were determined from twenty 

samples, five samples from each of the four cells, and analyzed in triplicate. Two soils had large 

PSR values, one had a small PSR value, and two were control samples (one from the same level 

as the cell surface and the second from a 3 m depth). 

Using a sequential extraction procedure (Chang et al., 1984), we determined the amount of: 

i) soluble and exchangeable P using 1M KCl , ii) Fe- and Al-bound P and organic P (Po) using 0.1 

M NaOH, iii) Ca- and Mg- bound P using 0.5 M HCl, and iv) residual P in a 6 M HCl digestion. 

For the first three extractions (using KCl, NaOH, and HCl) a 1:20 soil/solution ratio was 

used. First we added 20mL of 1M KCl to a 50ml centrifuge tube containing 1g of soil. After 

shaking the tubes for 2 h, the solution was centrifuged (894 x g) for 5 minutes and the 

supernatant decanted and filtered (0.45 μm). In sequence, we extracted the residuals from the 

first extraction after adding 20 mL of a 0.1 M NaOH solution to the tubes and shaking for 17 h. 

After centrifuging and filtering (0.45 μm), we started the third extraction by adding 20 mL of 0.5 

M HCl solution to the 50 mL tubes. After shaking the tubes for 24 h, the solution was centrifuged 

and filtered (0.45 μm). The sum of the three fractions reportedly identifies inorganic P, though 

NaOH can extract some organic P (Silveira et al., 2006). 
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Residual materials from the NaOH extraction were transferred to a 50 mL beaker and oven 

dried for 24 h. Total P concentration present in the residual material represented residual P. In 

addition, we independently determined total P (TP) concentrations in the same samples used for 

P sequential extractions. Total P for both residual P and independently determined TP were 

determined by ashing and digesting each of the twenty samples, according to Andersen (1976). 

For both sequential extraction and TP determinations, soluble reactive P (SRP) concentrations in 

the filtrates were determined using the ascorbic acid method (Murphy and Riley, 1962). 

Difference between independently determined TP and the sum of all P fractions were 

within 15%. In addition, difference between TP determined from a standard reference material 

(Standard reference material 1547, National Institute of Standards and Technology) and the 

certified values agreed within 15%. 

Chemical Equilibrium Modeling 

Phosphorus speciation in the wastewater-soil system was modeled using MINEQL+ 

chemical equilibrium software, version. 4.5 (Environmental Research Software, 2002). The soil 

pH buffering capacity is expected to be several orders of magnitude greater than the effluent pH 

buffering capacity; thus, we used measured soil pH values as the pH for our modeled system. 

However, we assumed no change in wastewater constituent concentrations (Table 2-1) after 

contact with soil. The ionic strength was estimated by the model based on the wastewater 

constituent concentrations (Table 2-1). 

Standard QA/QC Protocols 

Standard curves were individually developed for all chemical analyses. Method blanks, 

certified standards, 5% matrix spike (accuracy), and 5% of duplicates (precision) of the analyzed 

set were appropriately used. Recoveries from spikes and duplicates were within 5% of the 
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expected result. We reran all the analyses that had unacceptable results in terms of the standard 

QA/QC protocols (Kennedy et al., 1994). 

Statistical Analysis 

The relationship between PSR and WEP was estimated using a split-line model (Nair et al., 

2004). The model consists of two linear relationships with significantly different slopes on each 

side of the change point (McDowell and Sharpley, 2001). We used the equations suggested by 

Nair et al. (2004): 

WEP = a0 + b0 * PSR, if PSR ≤ PSR change point;         (2-1) 

WEP = a1 + b1 * PSR, if PSR > PSR change point;         (2-2) 

Where bo = [(a1 - a0) + b1 * PSR change point]/ PSR change point.       (2-3) 

The SAS software package (SAS Institute, 2001) was used in the change point 

determinations. Additionally, time series analysis, using the GLM procedure in SAS (SAS 

Institute, 2001) and a Tukey test (P ≤ 0.05) were used to determine when P chemical equilibrium 

was reached during the kinetics study (data not shown). 

Each studied cell was defined as a single experimental unit. Since only one cell of each 

type was selected, no statistical comparisons between control and treatment samples and among 

cells were performed. We compared models used to fit the P adsorption data (PSR study) by 

performing an F test (P ≤ 0.05) and using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), where the 

model with the lowest AIC was considered to be the most likely to be correct (Bolster and 

Hornberger, 2007). 

A non-linear plateau model was fit to the data for the kinetics study using the SAS 

software package (SAS Institute, 2001). The coefficient of determination was calculated using 

the equation (2-4). 
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R2 = 1 –   Sum of Square Error            (2-4) 
              Sum of Squares of Model 
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Figure 2-1. Study area (Google Earth, 2009; Water Conserv II, 2009)  

 

 
Figure 2-2.  Typical Conserv II cell during: A) wet and B) drying cycles. 
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Table 2-1.  Selected characteristics of tertiary wastewater at Conserv II (data from January 2003 
to December 2007) and typical constituent concentrations in irrigation water (Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1985). Wastewater data provided by ConservII 
personnel 

Parameter 

Average 
Concentration 
(mg L-1) 

Standard 
Deviation

Average 
Concentration 
(meq L-1) 

Usual range in 
irrigation water  

Bicarbonate 117.43 11.26 1.92 0 – 10 meq L-1 
Boron 0.15 0.02 0.04 0 – 2 mg L-1 
Calcium 43.93 2.66 2.19 0 – 20 meq L-1 
Chloride 79.39 5.66 2.24 0 – 30 meq L-1 
Iron 0.13 0.06 0.01 DNP 
Manganese 0.01 0.02 0.00 DNP 
Magnesium 2.85 0.63 0.23 0 – 5 meq L-1 
Nitrite 0.95 0.58 0.02 DNP 
Nitrate 4.82 0.93 0.08 0 – 10 mg L-1 
Phosphorus 1.67 0.48 0.16 0 – 2 mg L-1 
Potassium 14.01 1.75 0.36 0 – 2 mg L-1 
Sodium 60.37 3.16 2.63 0 – 40 meq L-1 
Sulfate 32.56 3.58 0.68 0 – 20 meq L-1 
Total Nitrogen 8.36 0.96 NA DNP 
COD 33.16 15.36 NA DNP 
Electrical Conductivity * 0.633 0.023 NA 0-3 
pH ** 6.88 0.10 NA 6.0 – 8.5 
Sodium adsorption ratio 
(SAR) ** 2.38 NA NA 0 – 15 
* dS m-1, ** dimensionless, NA non applicable, DNP data not provided, meq L-1 = milliequivalent per litre 
 
Table 2-2.  Total concentration of cations and anions in tertiary wastewater at Conserv II  
Total concentration of cations (meq L-1) 5.46
Total concentration of anions (meq L-1) 5.10
Difference (%) 6.58
Dissolved organic carbon not included 
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Table 2-3.  Water quality guidelines for irrigation - salinity and infiltration problems (Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 1985) 

Degree of Restriction on Use Potential Irrigation Problem Units 
None Slight to Moderate Severe 

Salinity         
 ECw dS m-1 < 0.7 0.7 – 3.0 > 3.0 
 (or)     
 TDS mg L-1 < 450 450 – 2000 > 2000 
Infiltration (Evaluate using ECw and SAR together)         
SAR  = 0 – 3 and ECw =  > 0.7 0.7 – 0.2 < 0.2 
 = 3 – 6  =  > 1.2 1.2 – 0.3 < 0.3 
 = 6 – 12  =  > 1.9 1.9 – 0.5 < 0.5 
 = 12 – 20  =  > 2.9 2.9 – 1.3 < 1.3 
  = 20 – 40   =   > 5.0 5.0 – 2.9 < 2.9 
 
Table 2-4.  Selected characteristics of Candler A horizon (data from O’Connor et al., 2002; Lu 
and O’Connor, 1999; and Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2008) 
Parameter Value 
Pox (mmol kg-1)* 1 
Feox (mmol kg-1)* 3.54 
Alox (mmol kg-1)* 10.5 
PSR** 0.07 
Sand (%) 93 
Clay (%) 1.5 
Organic Matter (%) 1.9 
pH  5.3 

*Pox, Feox, and Alox, are, respectively, ammonium oxalate extractable phosphorus, iron and aluminum. **PSR refers 
to Phosphorus Saturation Ratio 
 
Table 2-5.  Classes of selected RIBs 
Cell ID Class Number of infiltration cells 
RIB7-6-B Old and “good” 3 
RIB6-21-C Old and “not so good” 4 
RIB4-3-B Middle aged and “not so good” 2 
RIB2-3-B Young and “good” 2 
 
Table 2-6.  Elevation differences between the top of the soil profile for treatment and control 
sample sites. 
Cell level difference 1 (cm) level difference 2 (cm) level difference 3 (cm) 
2-3-A 75 75 75 
4-3-B 75 -15 -15 
6-21-C 90 90 90 
7-6-B 90 90 90 
Level difference 1 refers to the difference in surface level of the profile between treatment and first control sample sites 
Level difference 2 refers to the difference in surface level of the profile between treatment and second control sample sites 
Level difference 3 refers to the difference in surface level of the profile between treatment and third control sample sites 
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Figure 2-3.  Infiltration rate measurement from a control site using a double-ring infiltrometer. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Ground Water Characterization 

The Conserv II manager provided groundwater quality data for a well (well 6-30) deemed 

to best represent unimpacted groundwater conditions in the Conserv II area. Other wells at the 

sight are also considered background wells, but water quality in the wells (e.g., well 6-23) is 

believed altered by P contributions from other RIBs or other operations (e.g. agriculture, golf 

courses) up gradient. Well 6-30 is up gradient from the monitoring well (6-23) adjacent to RIB 6-

21, and is not expected to be influenced by this, or other, RIBs. We averaged and compared 

groundwater P concentration data collected between 1986 and 2008 from wells 6-30 and 6-23, 

both of which represent shallow groundwater. The average and median water depths for well 6-

30 were 3.9 m and 3.7 m, respectively, and for well 6-23 4.2 m and 4.0 m, respectively, from 

1986 to 2008. We refer to well 6-30 as a background (unimpacted) well and to well 6-23 as a 

treatment well (well that is influenced by the RIB treated with P wastewater). 

Average groundwater P concentrations for treatment (0.49 mg P L-1) and background 

monitoring wells (0.05 mg P L-1) are smaller than the average wastewater P concentration (1.67 

mg P L-1) (data not shown). As expected, the average P concentration for the background well is 

less than the P concentration of the treatment monitoring well. The background monitoring well 

seems to represent local native groundwater quality because the average P concentration in the 

background well is approximately 10 times smaller than the concentration in the treatment well. 

The average P concentration in the unimpacted background monitoring well is less than the 

critical P solution concentration (0.10 mg P L-1) guideline established by USEPA for streams 

(USEPA, 1986) and than the acceptable P level for shallow ground waters in the Netherlands 
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(Breeuwsma et al., 1995). The P concentration in the background monitoring well exceeded the 

0.10 mg P L-1 threshold only in 10% of the measurements over 22 years. 

We also obtained groundwater quality data from other treatment monitoring wells adjacent 

to each studied RIB and plotted P concentrations over time (Appendix D). For wells adjacent to 

old RIBs, there was a trend for P concentration to increase after 1998 and 1991 (wells 6-23 and 

7-08). The increases probably reflect movement of P from the RIBs to groundwater as a result of 

long-term P additions. Phosphorus concentrations for the well adjacent to cell 7-6-B (Figure D-7) 

were ≥ 1.67 mg L-1 (the average wastewater P concentration) since 1994, suggesting minimum P 

removal from the wastewater by the soil. We detected little or no tendency for P to increase over 

time for the other wells, probably because insufficient P has been applied to the middle aged and 

new RIBs to cause extensive P leaching through the soil to groundwater. 

Soil Analysis 

Phosphorus Saturation Ratio (PSR) 

Average PSR values were generally greater in the treatment than in the control soils 

(Figures 3-1, 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4). The increases in oxalate-extractable P concentrations in treated 

soils were expected because wastewater had been applied to the cells from 3 to 22 years. In 

addition, the variability among the PSR values (evidenced by the error bars) is less for control 

soils than for treatment soils. Application of wastewater was not uniform throughout a cell; soil 

regions near outflows of the cells received much more wastewater than regions at cell 

perimeters. Thus, over time, the soils near the outflows accumulated more P than further away, 

increasing the overall variability of P accumulation across the cell. The treatment and control 

soils initially had similar and uniform PSR values, but over time the treatment soils developed 

greater PSR spatial variability because of the uneven wastewater P distribution. 
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Cells 2-3-A and 7-6-B (“good” RIBs) yielded expected PSR results (Figures 3-1 and 3-4, 

respectively): extensive wastewater P application has increased the PSR values at all depths 

relative to the controls. Due to the high infiltration rate characteristic of “good” RIBs, most of 

the wastewater infiltrates in the areas near the outflows. The PSR values of soils sampled from 

near the outflows (within 3 m) were greater than the values for samples far from the outflows 

(near the cell edges) (Appendix E). The data demonstrate that the wastewater is not uniformly 

distributed throughout the cell and, thus, parts of the cell receive more effluent-P than others. 

Cell 7-6-B received greater cumulative P wastewater volume than cell 2-3-A because cell 

7-6-B is an old RIB, whereas cell 2-3-A is a new operation (Appendix C). The PSR values were 

always greater for treatment samples taken from the older cell 7-6-B than for treatment samples 

taken from the newer cell 2-3-A (Figure 3-5). 

Cell 4-3-B (Figure 3-2) had similar PSR values as cells 2-3-A and 7-6-B (Figure 3-1 and 

Figure 3-4 respectively): wastewater application has increased the average soil P concentration 

and, consequently, the average soil PSR (Figure 3-2). However, considering the error bars, the 

difference between treatment and control samples might not be statistically different. 

Results for cell 6-21-C were not expected (Figure 3-3). Despite the increase in average soil 

PSR after long-term effluent-P application (comparison between treatment and controls), the 

increase (especially for deeper samples) was not very pronounced (Figure 3-3). One possible 

explanation is that the forms of P that have accumulated in cell 6-21-C are less extractable by 

oxalate acid as compared to soil P from other cells (e.g. cell 2-3-A). The hypothesis was tested in 

the P fractionation and modeling studies. 

For cells 4-3-B and 6-21-C, the PSR values of soils sampled from near the outflows 

(within 3 m) were very similar to values for samples far from the outflows (near the cell edges) 
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(Appendix E). The data suggest that the wastewater is more equally distributed throughout the 

“not so good” cells than throughout “good” cells. For certain depths, PSR values for samples far 

from the outflows exceeded PSR values for samples near the outflows. 

Water Extractable Phosphorus (WEP) 

A distinction between WEP values for treatments and control samples was observed in all 

the studied cells (Figures 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, and 3-9). The distinction is even clearer for old cells (6-

21-C and 7-6-B): for both cells, WEP values in treatment samples were always greater than WEP 

values in controls. We conclude that wastewater-P application to the studied cells has a potential 

to increase the soil WEP, and the increase depends on the cells’ age. 

Water extractable P (WEP) is well correlated with P leaching from soils (Zhang et al., 

2002). Thus, long-term wastewater P application to the studied cells has increased the potential 

of P leaching from the soils, with possible movement to groundwater, mainly in old cells. 

Change Point Determination 

Water extractable P (WEP) values for soil samples were plotted against determined PSR 

values for each cell (Appendix F). We separately plotted WEP versus PSR for samples taken 

within 15 m and more than 15 m from the outflows (Figures F-5 and F-6, respectively). The 

main objective of plotting WEP versus PSR is to determine the change point. 

The relationship between PSR and WEP values was estimated for each cell using a split-

line model. To determine the change point, two distinct linear relationships with significantly 

different slopes on each side of the change point are necessary (e.g., Figure 3-10). For all cells, 

except cell 2-3-A (Figure 3-10), no change point was found. For cell 2-3-A, the change point was 

estimated as 0.08 and two linear equations, with different slopes, were determined: 

WEP = -0.764 + 34.7*PSR, for PSR less than 0.08           (3-1) 

WEP = -4.05 + 75.7*PSR, for PSR greater than 0.08          (3-2) 
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However, the relationship between PSR and WEP for cell 2-3-A could nearly as well be 

described as a linear relationship (R2 = 0.37). 

The determined change point value is similar to the change point PSR of 0.10 suggested by 

Nair et al. (2004) for surface horizons of Florida sandy soils. The PSR value of 0.08 corresponds 

to a WEP of 2.0 mg P kg-1 (using equations 1 or 2), or a solution P concentration of 0.2 mg P L-1. 

The 0.2 mg P L-1 concentration is greater than the critical P concentration (0.1 mg P L-1) 

suggested by Nair et al. (2004), and the average P concentration in the background monitoring 

well (0.05 mg P L-1). 

Values of WEP for all the cells except cell 2-3-B inexplicably failed to change with 

increasing PSR increments. One of the hypotheses for the unexpected result is that long-term 

wastewater applications to the cells have changed the soil P chemistry (e.g. changed the pH or 

added significant amounts of cations like calcium). Another hypothesis is that the soil-

wastewater system is not in equilibrium in terms of P adsorption. As a result, we conducted an 

experiment that mimicked the long-term P application to the cells without interference of other 

chemicals to test the first hypothesis. To test the second hypothesis, we determined the degree 

(percentage) of P equilibrium in the cells by laboratory and field measurements. 

PSR Study 

The plots for P adsorption as a function of equilibrium P concentration for the control 

sample from cell 6-21-C at a depth of 270 cm and for the control sample from cell 7-6-B at a 

depth of 300 cm are presented in Figure 3-11. The data fit best a Langmuir-Freundlich adsorption 

model. For both samples, the Langmuir-Freundlich model had the greatest R2 and the smallest 

AIC values among the three models evaluated (Table 3-1). The P adsorption rate decreased as the 

equilibrium P concentration increased, approaching zero when P adsorption was close to the 

maximum value. 
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The adsorption plots had expected results: the amount of adsorbed P increased as P 

concentration in solution increased until a predicted maximum value (62.4 mg P kg-1 and 56 mg 

P kg-1 for samples from cells 6-21-C and 7-6-B, respectively) that was not reached in the study.  

The PSR experiment enabled the determination of expanded WEP and PSR relationships 

for control soils from cells 7-6-B (Figure 3-12) and 6-21-C (Figure 3-13). The additional values 

for WEP as a function of PSR, along with results obtained from the initial analysis of the soil 

samples of each cell, are included in the plots. The additional values obtained from the PSR lab 

experiment are different from the results from the field treatment soil analysis. Results from the 

PSR study seem to agree with the literature (eg. Nair et al., 2004): for a given increment of PSR, 

WEP values increase dramatically after a PSR of approximately 0.1 (change point). 

There were at least two differences between the conditions in the PSR study and in the 

field. First, although approximately the same P concentrations were used in both situations, in the 

PSR study, distilled de-ionized (DDI) water was used as the P solution matrix, whereas the 

wastewater applied to the RIBs contain several other constituents (Table 2-1). Another study (P 

fractionation study) was conducted to estimate the formation/presence of various P fractions 

present in the soils of each studied cell. The difference between P species found in control and 

treatment soil samples can reveal the influence of the wastewater constituents on soil P retention.  

The second distinction refers to the fact that under field conditions, P reactions are 

probably not in equilibrium (wastewater flows too rapidly through the soil). The hypothesis is 

addressed later in the chapter. Lu and O’Connor (1999) showed that 5 days was required to attain 

P adsorption equilibrium in the Candler soil. 

Phosphorus Fractionation Study 

The sum of all P fraction concentrations was similar to the TP independently determined, 

with the mass balance recovery varying from 84% to 109%. The percentage of KCl-P, considered 
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to represent the labile P fraction, increased 1.5 to 10 fold from control to treatment samples 

(Table 3-2). Long-term wastewater application to the cells is expected to increase the percentage 

of labile P in the soil.  

The percentages of P extracted by each solution is shown in Table 3-2, and Figures 3-14 

and 3-15 and illustrate the difference in P fractionation between treatments and controls. 

Phosphorus concentrations were greater in the sodium hydroxide (NaOH), followed by the 

residual, the hydrochloric acid (HCl), and finally the potassium chloride (KCl) fractions. 

Assuming that most of the organic P is represented by the residual fraction, the majority of P was 

in inorganic forms. For most of the samples analyzed, NaOH-P was the dominant P fraction, 

suggesting P association with iron and aluminum oxides (Otani and Ae, 1997) as the primary 

mechanism of P removal from the wastewater. The exception was the surface sample BL from 

the cell 6-21-C that had 76% of P extracted by HCl-P. The unexpected result prompted running 

the same P fractionation procedure for five surface samples from cell 6-21-C, including the 

sample BL (Table 3-3 and Figure 3-16). 

For 3 of the 5 samples, HCl-P was the predominant fraction. For the other two samples, 

NaOH-P was the dominant fraction, but the percentage of HCl-P was greater than in the first run. 

Cell 6-21-C is in an old RIB and we hypothesize that long-term wastewater application changed 

the P adsorption chemistry, at least in the top 30 cm of the RIB. Another measurement pertinent 

to the hypothesis is the soil pH, due to its crucial role in P speciation in soils. 

Soil pH  

Long-term wastewater application to RIBs appears to have increased soil pH (Table 3-4). 

In most cases, pH values for treatment soil samples are greater than pH values for control soil 

samples. Average wastewater pH (6.88) is greater than all the measured pH values of native soils 

(Table 3-4) and long-term wastewater application to the cells is expected to increase soil pH. In 
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some cases, the pH of treatment soils was even greater than the average wastewater pH. One 

possible explanation is that some alkaline compounds (e.g., calcium carbonate) accumulated in 

the soil (mainly in the surface horizons) after precipitating out from the wastewater causing an 

increase in soil pH. However, as the modeling exercise did not predict CaCO3 formation, CaCO3 

may have simply been present in the material left on the surface during RIB construction. In fact, 

we observed the presence of rock fragments (possibly CaCO3) in the surface of old cells, 

especially cell 6-21-C. To evaluate the presence of CaCO3 in the surface of cell 6-21-C, we ran 

an x-ray analysis in a single sample (BL2 – 30cm) but we were unable to detect the presence of 

CaCO3 or Ca-P minerals. The inability of the x-ray analysis to detect a chemical does not imply 

absence of the compound. When the concentrations are too low (<1%) or if the chemical is in a 

non-crystalline form, the compound may not be detected (Josan et al., 2005). We then added a 

weak acid (0.1 M HCl) to the sample under the microscope and we detected fizzing, which 

indicated possible presence of CaCO3 in the sample. 

The greatest pH values correspond to old RIBs; middle aged and young RIBs always had 

pH values below 7 (Table 3-4). Although RIB 6-21 has received 8% less effluent than RIB 4-3 

(Appendix C), RIB 4-3 began operating in 2003, whereas RIB 6-21 began operation in 1986, 

when wastewater quality (including greater pH) was different (Appendix G). Application of a 

wastewater with greater pH might have increased the soil pH in old RIBs more than the soil pH 

from RIBs that began operation more recently. 

Table 3-5 compares soil pH with the amounts of P extracted in the NaOH-P and HCl-P 

fractions. When HCl-P was the dominant P fraction, soil pH was > 7. Phosphorus is more likely 

to exist as Ca- and Mg-P forms under alkaline conditions and to be extracted by HCl. However, 

in other cases, even with pH values > 7, the dominant fraction remained NaOH-P. The 
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percentage of HCl-P fraction was always greater for treatments than for controls from old RIBs, 

suggesting an effect of pH and long-term wastewater application on the formation of Ca and Mg-

bound P. Phosphorus speciation depends not only on the soil pH, but also on the soil and 

wastewater chemical composition.  

Chemical Equilibrium Modeling 

As each cell has different soil pH values, we expected to find different percentages of P 

species for each cell simulation. For cells 7-6-B and 6-21-C, about 95% of the P was predicted to 

exist in the mineral hydroxylapatite, and remainder as soluble H2PO4
- and HPO4

-2. The 

predictions suggested possible formation of Ca-P or Mg-P minerals in the two cells, as indicated 

by the P fractionation study for surface samples of cell 6-21-C. However, for cell 7-6-B, the P 

fractionation study indicated that P association with Fe and Al dominated, rather than Ca-P or 

Mg-P association. Fragments of calcium carbonate (CaCO3) observed in the cell 6-21-C soil 

surface, probably due to natural geological formation, are likely to be one of the reasons why Ca-

P formation was more pronounced in the cell 6-21-C than in the cell 7-6-B. Data generated 

through the modeling exercise are presented in Table G-1. 

In the simulations for the other two cells, almost all (>98%) the P present in the soil-

wastewater system was predicted to be soluble forms. The modeling results for cells 2-3-A and 

4-3-B confirmed the results from the P fractionation study: P association with Ca and Mg in the 

two cells is unlikely due to the low pH. However, the difference in average pH between all the 

cells is less than one unit. The pH range that we are dealing with in the present study is very 

unstable in terms of P speciation, because pH changes (e.g. between cells 4-3-B and 6-21-C) as 

small as 0.8 units, drastically altered the predicted P removal mechanism in the systems, as 

observed using the chemical equilibrium model (Table G-1). 
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Kinetics Study 

Plots of P adsorbed as a function of reaction time are shown in Figure 3-17 for cell 4-3-B 

and in Figure 18 for cell 6-21-C. Time series analysis suggests that the treatment sample from 

cell 4-3-B reached P sorption equilibrium in 5 minutes, whereas the control sample from cell 6-

21-C reached equilibrium in 2 days. 

As the sample from cell 6-21-C took the longest time to reach equilibrium, wastewater 

flow through the cell likely represents less P adsorption, compared with the sample from cell 4-

3-B. To calculate degree of equilibrium adsorption between P in wastewater and soil that is 

attained during wastewater application to each cell, we used kinetic data for cell 6-21-C (more 

conservative result). Kinetic data for cell 4-3-B likely overestimate P adsorption in the field in 

most cases due to extremely fast P adsorption kinetics. 

Infiltration Rate – Field Measurements 

Field measurements of infiltration rates were conducted on 10/27/08 and 11/14/08. We 

intended to determine infiltration rates for the treatments on the first visit and for the controls on 

the second visit. However, on the second visit we took additional measurements from the 

treatment cell 7-6-A to confirm previous results. Due to time constraints, we were able to 

determine the infiltration rate of only one control sample from cell 6-21-C and no control 

samples from cell 4-3-B. The distribution of infiltrations rates, measured each three or five 

minutes are presented in Appendix H. 

Steady-state infiltration rate results are presented for “good” and “not so good” cells in 

Tables 3-6 and 3-7, respectively. The terminologies “good” and “not so good” are qualitative and 

reflect Conserv II operators’ observations of wastewater infiltration in the cells. Cell 2-3-A 

(“good”) had the greatest average treatment infiltration rate among all the cells. Unexpectedly, 
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treatment samples from cell 7-6-A (“good”) had similar or even smaller infiltration rates than 

“not so good” cells (4-3-B and 6-21-C). 

During wastewater application, several factors can affect water infiltration through the soil, 

including textural discontinuities and water table depth. During field sampling, we observed a 

thin clay layer present at 2.7 to 3 m in the “not so good” cells. When a textural discontinuity 

occurs this deep in the soil profile, infiltration measurements using a double-ring infiltrometer at 

the surface are likely minimally affected. However, the field infiltration rate can be very different 

after days of wastewater discharge in the RIBs. Deep water tables can become shallower and 

drastically reduce the infiltration rate. Infiltration rates measured on surface soils, however, may 

not reflect the effect of raised water tables unless the water table is very close to the surface. 

Results in Tables 3-6 and 3-7 represent infiltration rates only of shallow soil depths, and not 

expected to be affected by water table depth. The use of the qualitative classification of each RIB 

as “good” and “not so good” remains necessary to more accurately identify field conditions. 

Infiltration rates measured in control soils were always greater than rates measured in 

treatment soils. There are several possible explanations: 1) Control and treatment measurements 

were taken at different depths reflecting different soil conditions. The explanation is unlikely 

because spatial variations in rate measurements were much more important than variations due to 

depth (Appendix B). 2) Chemical constituents in the wastewater modify soil structure by 

promoting clay dispersion. This explanation is also unlikely as wastewater Na concentrations 

(and SAR values) suggest little dispersion effects and only slight to moderate infiltration 

limitations, particularly on the very sandy soils (Table 2-1). 3) Algal growth in the cells may 

reduce the infiltration rates. Similar problems have been reported in other RIB systems (Metcalf 

& Eddy, 2007; USEPA, 2006). Periodic soil tillage on Conserv II may not be sufficient in 
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frequency or depth to restore native infiltration rate conditions. In fact, Sumner and Bradner 

(1996) reported that, in a RIB system similar to Conserv II operations, long-term incorporation 

of the cake (formed by deposition of fine materials and algal growth in the soil surface) within 

the upper profile reduced the cell infiltration capacity. 4) Long-term tillage can cause fine 

particles to migrate to a deeper layer possibly developing a deep clogging layer (USEPA, 2004). 

If enough wastewater were applied to the cells, the clogging layer could reduce the wastewater 

infiltration rates. 

Comparison between Data from the Kinetics Study and from the Field  

The main goal of the infiltration rate measurements was to estimate the contact time 

between the soil and the wastewater-P and to compare the estimate with kinetic data generated 

for P adsorption. However, there are clear differences between the conditions of the kinetics 

study and the field conditions. The kinetics study was a batch (vigorous shaking of a high 

solution to solid ratio suspension) study that maximizes solid/solute contact, homogeneity, and 

reaction rates. Flow in the RIBs is continuous, likely approaching ideal piston-flow, with 

maximal flow in large pores and the possibility of heterogeneous mixing and contact of solutes 

with P-retention surfaces. To compare results from both studies, we had to assume that the 

hydraulic regimes were similar and that the wastewater (P) movement in the field was 

homogeneous. 

The contact time between the wastewater and soil was established as the time necessary for 

the wastewater to travel a given vertical distance in the field. The chosen distance was 30 cm 

since the double-ring infiltrometer best represents the infiltration rate of the surface soil. We 

calculated the contact time (i.e. travel time) for each cell, because each has different infiltration 

rates. The infiltration rates were averaged for treatment samples from each cell (Tables 3-6 and 

3-7). Cells 2-3-A, 4-3-B, 6-21-C, and 7-6-B had the following average treatment infiltration 
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rates, respectively: 78.5 cm h-1, 59.6 cm h-1, 34.6 cm h-1, and 16.0 cm h-1. To determine the 

contact time we used the following equation: 

I = D T-1               (3-3) 

where I is the infiltration rate, T is the travel time, D is the vertical distance, adopted as 

30cm. 

We obtained the following contact times for cells 2-3-A, 4-3-B, 6-21-C, and 7-6-B, 

respectively: 22.9, 30.2, 52.0, and 112 minutes. The relationship between P adsorbed by the soil 

and shaking time was well explained (R2 = 0.92) by a non-linear plateau equation:  

P adsorbed = 3.92+7.80*(1-e(-0.12*shaking time))           (3-4) 

Where P adsorbed is in mg kg-1 and shaking time in hours. 

We determined the P adsorbed for each cell: 4.27, 4.38, 4.69, and 5.49 mg kg-1 for cells 2-

3-A, 4-3-B, 6-21-C, and 7-6-B, respectively, and the maximum P adsorbed by the soil by 

averaging the adsorption values after 2 days, when the system reaches equilibrium (Figure 3-19). 

Using equation 3-4, we found that the maximum P adsorbed using a P solution of 1.67 mg P L-1 

was equal to 11.7 mg kg-1. The value agrees with the results from the PSR study: average P 

adsorbed after 5 days of contact between soil and a P solution of 1.6 mg P L-1 was equal to 11.6 

mg kg-1 and 11.9 mg kg-1 for the samples from cells 6-21-C and 7-6-B, respectively (data not 

shown). 

We determined the degree (percentage) of P adsorption equilibrium reached in each cell by 

comparing the estimated P adsorbed for each cell with the maximum value of 11.7 mg P kg-1. 

The percent P adsorption equilibrium reached was 37%, 37%, 40%, and 47% for cells 2-3-A, 4-

3-B, 6-21-C, and 7-6-B, respectively. At least for surface horizons, the wastewater apparently 

flows by the soil much faster (is in contact with soil much less) than the minimum time required 
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for adsorption equilibrium. A reduction in the infiltration rates could increase the contact time 

between soil and wastewater P. The increase in contact time can potentially enhance the capacity 

of the soil to remove P from the wastewater, because as presented in Figure 3-15, before 

equilibrium, the longer the contact time the greater the P adsorption to the soil. 
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Figure 3-1.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) PSR value distribution throughout the 

soil profile for soils from cell 2-3-A (young and “good”). Soil surface of the cell 2-3-
A represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each 
corresponding depth. 

 
Figure 3-2.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) PSR value distribution through the soil 

profile for soils from cell 4-3-B (middle aged and “good”). Soil surface of the cell 4-
3-B represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each 
corresponding depth. 
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Figure 3-3.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) PSR value distribution through the soil 

profile for soils from cell 6-21-C (Old and “not so good”). Soil surface of the cell 6-
21-C represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each 
corresponding depth.  

 
Figure 3-4.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) PSR value distribution through the soil 

profile for soils from cell 7-6-B (Old and “good”). Soil surface of the cell 7-6-B 
represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each corresponding 
depth.  
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Figure 3-5.  Average PSR distribution through the soil profile for treated soils from cells 2-3-A 

(young and “good”) (n=11) and 7-6-B (old and “good”) (n=11). Error bars represent 
standard deviations for each corresponding depth. 

 
Figure 3-6.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) WEP distribution throughout the soil 

profile for soils from cell 2-3-A (young and “good”). Soil surface of the cell 2-3-A 
represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each corresponding 
depth. 
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Figure 3-7.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) WEP distribution through the soil 

profile for soils from cell 4-3-B (middle aged and “good”). Soil surface of the cell 4-
3-B represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each 
corresponding depth. 

 
Figure 3-8.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) WEP distribution through the soil 

profile for soils from cell 6-21-C (Old and “not so good”). Soil surface of the cell 6-
21-C represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each 
corresponding depth. 
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Figure 3-9.  Average treatment (n=11) and control (n=3) WEP distribution through the soil 

profile for soils from cell 7-6-B (Old and “good”). Soil surface of the cell 7-6-B 
represents zero depth. Error bars represent standard deviations for each corresponding 
depth.  

 

WEP = -0.764 + 34.7 * PSR 

Change point 
(PSR ≈ 0.08) 

WEP = -4.1 + 76 * PSR 

Figure 3-10.  The relationship between WEP and PSR values for treatment and control samples 
from cell 2-3-A (young and “good”). 



 

 
Figure 3-11.  Phosphorus adsorption data (fitted by the Langmuir–Freundlich model) for control samples from: A. cell 6-21-C (old 

and “not so good”) at a depth of 270cm (F-test P < 0.0001 and R2 = 0.990) and B. cell 7-6-B (old and “good”) at a depth of 
300cm (F-test P = 0.00077 and R2 = 0.968). Each data point represents a single measurement (Bolster and Hornberger, 
2007). 60 

Table 3-1. Comparison between fits with three models in the PSR study 

  
Cell where the sample was taken 

from  
  7-6-B 6-21-C 

Model R2 AIC R2 AIC 
Langmuir 0.947 78.9 0.920 99.3 
Freundlich 0.923 88.6 0.893 106.5 
Langmuir-Freundlich 0.968 68.6 0.990 51.1 
 

 

 



 

 
Figure 3-12.  WEP as a function of PSR for treatment and control field samples, and for samples 

used in the laboratory PSR study for cell 7-6-B (old and “good”). 

 
Figure 3-13.  WEP as a function of PSR for treatment and control field samples, and for samples 

used in the laboratory PSR study for cell 6-21-C (old and “not so good”) 
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Table 3-2.  Phosphorus fraction distribution. 
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 BDL = Below the detection limit, MS = Missing sample 

 



 

 
Figure 3-14.  Percentage of phosphorus distribution among the various fractions for treatment 

soils, relative to the sum of all P fractions. 

 
Figure 3-15.  Percentage of phosphorus distribution among the various fractions for control soils, 

relative to the sum of all P fractions. 
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Table 3-3.  Phosphorus fraction distribution of surface samples from cell 6-21-C (old and “not so good”). 
  Sequentially extracted P Sum of all Independent 
  KCl-P NaOH-P HCl-P Residual-P fractions Total P 
  Average Percentage of Average Percentage of Average Percentage of Average Percentage of  determination 

ID  (mg kg-1) the total (%)  (mg kg-1) the total (%)  (mg kg-1) the total (%)  (mg kg-1) the total (%)  (mg kg-1) (mg kg-1) 
BL2 18.4 4.31 29.0 6.81 365 85.5 30.7 7.20 443 427 
BL 8.94 6.70 58.9 44.1 40.4 30.3 37.7 28.2 146 134 

MIDR 7.07 3.20 127 57.4 16.2 7.34 66.2 29.9 216 221 
BR1 20.5 6.43 72.1 22.7 233 73.2 51.1 16.1 377 318 
BR2 21.5 4.45 87.3 18.0 398 82.2 50.3 10.4 557 484 
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Figure 3-16.  Percentage of phosphorus distribution among the various fractions for treatment surface samples from cell 6-21-C (old 
and “not so good”), relative to the sum of all P fractions. 
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Figure 3-17.  Change in P sorption with shaking time for the sample BR2 from cell 4-3-B 
(middle aged and “not so good”) at 300 cm depth. Error bars represent the standard 
deviation for each corresponding shaking time. 
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Figure 3-18.  Change in P sorption with shaking time for the control sample from cell 6-21-C 
(Old and “not so good”) at 90 cm depth. Error bars represent the standard deviation 
for each corresponding shaking time. 
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Table 3-4.  pH values for selected treatment and control samples from each studied cell. 
Treatment pH values corresponding to depths of 30 cm are averages (n=5).  

Treatment Samples Control Samples 
Cell Depth (cm) ID pH Cell Depth (cm) ID pH 
2-3-A 30 Average 6.15 2-3-A 75 CTRL1 6.75 
2-3-A 120 MIDU 5.59 2-3-A 375 CTRL1 6.46 
2-3-A 180 BL 6.65     
2-3-A 300 BL 6.78     
4-3-B 30 Average 6.03 4-3-B 75 CTRL1 5.95 
4-3-B 180 BL 6.28 4-3-B 375 CTRL1 5.88 
4-3-B 270 MIDR 6.42     
4-3-B 300 BR2 6.69     
4-3-B 300 BL 6.28     
6-21-C 30 Average 7.09 6-21-C 90 CTRL1 5.86 
6-21-C 210 BL 7.00 6-21-C 390 CTRL1 6.48 
6-21-C 210 BR1 6.85     
6-21-C 300 BL 6.91     
7-6-B 30 Average 7.05 7-6-B 90 CTRL1 6.76 
7-6-B 180 BR 7.13 7-6-B 390 CTRL1 6.59 
7-6-B 300 BL1 7.13         
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Table 3-5.  Comparison between pH and concentrations of P extracted by NaOH and HCl. 
        NaOH-P   HCl-P   
 Depth   Average Percentage of Average Percentage of 
Cell (cm) ID pH  (mg kg-1) the total (%)  (mg kg-1) the total* (%) 
6-21-C 30 BL2 7.79 29.0 6.81 365 85.5
6-21-C 30 BR1 7.13 72.1 22.7 233 73.2
6-21-C 30 MIDR 7.05 127 57.4 16.2 7.34
6-21-C 30 BL 6.85 58.9 44.1 40.4 30.3
6-21-C 30 BR2 7.05 87.3 18.0 398 82.2
6-21-C 210 BL 7.00 198 90.7 12.5 5.72
6-21-C 210 BR1 6.85 72.5 69.7 3.97 3.82
6-21-C 90 CTRL1 5.86 51.0 54.9 2.49 2.68
6-21-C 390 CTRL1 6.48 129 89.7 6.64 4.61
7-6-B 30 MID 7.09 102 57.5 12.2 6.87
7-6-B 180 BR 7.13 73.3 63.3 5.29 4.56
7-6-B 300 BL1 7.13 73.5 65.0 4.25 3.75
7-6-B 90 CTRL1 6.76 35.4 47.2 2.12 2.83
7-6-B 390 CTRL1 6.59 114 62.1 2.37 1.29
4-3-B 30 MIDL 5.95 60.2 61.7 4.01 4.11
4-3-B 270 MIDR 6.42 328 61.3 0.429 0.080
4-3-B 300 BR2 6.69 44.7 20.3 0.116 0.053
4-3-B 75 CTRL1 5.95 68.4 57.3 19.1 16.0
4-3-B 375 CTRL1 5.88 54.6 57.6 3.24 3.42
2-3-A 30 BL 6.76 44.5 59.1 3.04 4.04
2-3-A 180 BL 6.65 55.4 76.5 3.07 4.24
2-3-A 120 MIDU 5.59 28.1 50.7 0.650 1.17
2-3-A 75 CTRL1 6.75 35.5 52.0 3.82 5.60
2-3-A 375 CTRL1 6.46 39.2 62.5 2.61 4.15

* Relative to independently determined TP. 
 
Table 3-6.  Infiltration rate results from field measurements at “good” RIBs. 

Cell 2-3-A 7-6-A 
Sample ID BL BR CTRL2 BL* BR* BL** BR** CTRL2 CTRL3 
Infiltration            

Rate 88.6 68.3 129 10.1 16.3 9.20 28.5 36.8 70.2 
 (cm h-1)                   

BL and BR refer to treatment samples taken with 3 m from the RIBs’ effluent outflows. CTRL 2 and CTRL 3 refer 
to control samples taken within 30 m and 45 m from the edge of the corresponding RIB, respectively. * and ** = 
measurements taken on 10/27/08 and 11/14/08, respectively.  
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Table 3-7. Infiltration rate results from field measurements at “not so good” RIBs. 
Cell 4-3-B 6-21-C 

Sample ID BL BR BL BR CTRL2 
Infiltration        

Rate 26.5 92.7 29.0 40.2 97.7 
 (cm h-1)           

BL and BR refer to treatment samples taken with 3 m from the RIBs’ effluent outflows. CTRL 2 refers to control 
samples taken within 30 m from the edge of the corresponding RIB.  
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P < 0.0001 
R2 = 0.92 
P adsorbed = 3.9191+7.7976*(1-e(-0.1174*shaking time)) 

Figure 3-19. Observed averages of P sorption as a function of shaking time for the control 
sample from cell 6-21-C (Old and “not so good”) at 90 cm depth and fitted non-linear 
model. Error bars represent the standard deviation for each corresponding shaking 
time.  
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CHAPTER 4 
CONCLUSIONS 

The Conserv II site is an unique study site because wastewater has been applied for many 

years in a full scale system. Despite the fact that field conditions are difficult to model, the 

results from the long-term field study may provide useful information in the development of 

rules for land application of wastes under P-based management. Even if the results are not 

directly used for developing new regulations, our findings can be used to judge the practicality of 

current regulations. 

We hypothesized (Hypothesis # 1) that equilibrium between wastewater P and soil is not 

reached in RIBs because of the high infiltration (wastewater flow) rates. Comparison between 

results from the kinetics study and from field infiltration rate measurements demonstrated that, at 

least for surface horizons, <50% of P adsorption equilibrium is likely reached for the cells. 

Therefore, we fail to reject the Hypothesis # 1. The lack of adsorption equilibrium suggests that 

the P adsorption capacity of soils at Conserv II is under-utilized. 

The Conserv II RIB systems rely on groundwater monitoring to determine when P 

wastewater application should be terminated. The approach is not the most appropriate because 

the impact is identified after P has become a potential environmental problem. Soil phosphorus 

storage capacity (SPSC) could be used as a tool to determine (prior to environmental impacts) 

the additional P that can be safely applied to the cells. 

Our study sought to validate the SPSC concept under RIB conditions. A PSR threshold of 

≈ 0.08 was identified for cell 2-3-A, but there was no change point indicated for other Conserv II 

RIBs. The SPSC concept is not applicable to the Conserv II RIBs because PSR and SPSC 

concepts assume equilibrium conditions between P-sources and soils. As established by 

infiltration rate measurements and the kinetics study, the investigated systems are not likely in 
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equilibrium. Another possible explanation is that, at least for surface horizons of cell 6-21-C, the 

average soil pH becomes alkaline and thus, the P removal mechanism is not dominated by P 

association with Al and Fe. Consequently, the SPSC concept is not applicable to Conserv II 

RIBs, and we reject Hypothesis # 2. Miller (2008) emphasized that although the PSR concept 

can be applied to a variety of biosolids amended soils, the PSR concept is not appropriate for 

alkaline stabilized biosolids because P lability is controlled by P association with Ca instead of 

Fe and Al. 

The PSR laboratory study showed that, without the interference of wastewater constitutes 

and under equilibrium conditions, the change point PSR is approximately 0.10. As the change 

point at equilibrium was almost the same as the value found by Nair et al. (2004), we fail to 

reject Hypothesis # 3: when the SPSC concept is applicable for land application of wastewater 

(for systems in equilibrium), the change point should be equal to 0.10. The SPSC remains as a 

very useful tool to determine the maximum P that a given soil can receive before posing 

environmental risks, including the case of using wastewater as the source of P, but only if 

equilibrium conditions are met. 

The Hypothesis #4 was that long-term wastewater application to the RIBs increases soil P 

lability. Wastewater application increased soil WEP values in all cells. The increase is more 

pronounced in old RIBs due to greater P loading. In addition, the percentage KCl-P for the 

samples analyzed in the P fractionation study increased with increasing wastewater application. 

Elliott et al. (2002) found the KCl-P correlated with P leaching from biosolids and chicken 

manure amended soils. The correlation is expected to be also true for municipal wastewater 

amended soils, as in the case of Conserv II soils. Therefore, we fail to reject the hypothesis. 
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Phosphorus wastewater application to the RIBs will have to cease at some point to protect 

groundwater quality. Results from monitoring wells adjacent to the cell 7-6-B (old and “good”) 

suggest that the soil is failing to remove P from the wastewater. The determinations of the 

maximum additional P that can be safely applied to each cell and/or changes in management 

practices are urgent. 

Hypothesis # 5 was that long-term wastewater applications do not alter P species inside the 

RIBs (treatment soils) as compared to soils in the surrounding area (control soils). Results from 

the P sequential extraction study showed that in the surface soils of one cell, the P species were 

different from controls. However, we do not have enough evidence to prove that changes were 

caused by long term wastewater applications. Therefore, at this point, we fail to reject the 

hypothesis. 

Recommendations 

A common practice at Conserv II is to prioritize wastewater application to “good” RIBs. 

For instance, even though cells 7-6-B and 6-21-C are the same age, 9.3 x 109 L of wastewater has 

been applied to cell 7-6-B (“good”RIB), whereas 84 % less wastewater (1.5 x 109 L) has been 

applied to the “not so good” cell 6-21-C. 

“Not so good” RIBs can be more efficient at P removal from wastewater (due to more 

contact time between wastewater-P and soil adsorption sites) than “good” RIBs. The slower 

infiltration rates can be the result of accumulation of a thin layer of clay at depths of 270 and 

300cm as observed in “not so good” cells. Clay particles, containing Fe and Al oxides, can 

increase the P removal efficiency from the wastewater. We recommend that wastewater should be 

applied in greater volumes to “not so good” RIBs instead of “good” RIBs. 

Another advantage of “not so good” RIBs is a better (more uniform) wastewater 

distribution than in “good” RIBs. Comparison between PSR values from samples within three 
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meters from the outflow and PSR values for samples near the edges of the cells confirmed that P 

is better distributed throughout “not so good” cells than in “good” cells. Therefore, the volume of 

soil that can potentially adsorb P from the wastewater is much greater in “not so good” than in 

“good” RIBs. The use of “not so good” RIBs has a disadvantage when compared to “good” 

RIBs: larger areas would be required for a system based on “not so good” RIBs only, because the 

volume that infiltrates per unit area and time is smaller in “not so good” than in “good” RIBs. 

All the investigated cells had only two outflows operating in an area greater than 0.4 ha. 

Two outflows, mainly in the case of “good” RIBs, do not appear to be sufficient to distribute the 

wastewater in a fashion that takes full advantage of the soil adsorption capacity. Some cell (soil) 

regions may only rarely come in contact with the wastewater, and thus, the overall cell P removal 

capacity is reduced. State regulations affirm that “provisions shall be made in the design to 

ensure reasonably uniform distribution of reclaimed water across the entire bottom area of rapid 

infiltration basins…” (Florida Department of Environmental Protection, 1999).We suggest that 

RIBs to be constructed (or modified) to have as many outflows as practical. The disadvantage is 

that the insertion of more outflows will increase the cells’ construction costs. The use of 

sprinklers (USEPA, 2006) might be a more cost-effective solution to better distribute wastewater 

application to the cells. 

Some studies have revealed that concomitant application of P-sources with P-sorbing 

amendments, like water treatment residuals (WTRs), can reduce soil P solubility by increasing 

the long-term soil P retention capacity (Agyin-Birikorang et al., 2007; O’Connor et al., 2002, 

Silveira et al., 2006). When incorporated into the soil, WTRs are even effective for reducing the 

solubility of “legacy” P (Silveira et al., 2006). In the case of RIBs, incorporation can increase the 

contact time between wastewater and WTR, increasing the P adsorption. Therefore, WTR can be 
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applied prior wastewater discharge to increase the life expectancy of RIBs. Costs of 

transportation and incorporation and availability of the WTR can limit the use of WTR in RIB 

systems. 

Further Investigations 

Several issues about P fate and transport in RIBs remain unresolved. The studied system is 

not in equilibrium (in terms of P adsorption) and thus, the SPSC concept is not applicable. 

Further studies should consider the kinetics of the system in the determination of the maximum P 

load to be safely applied to RIBs. 

Further investigations should include the development of a modified SPSC equation, 

applicable to high pH soils. The modified equation should account for P removal mechanisms 

other than adsorption to Fe and Al oxides (e.g. precipitation of Ca-P and Mg-P) when applied to 

high pH soils. For the case of Conserv II, the modified equation would have to account the 

concentration of cations like Ca and Mg not only in the soil, but also in the wastewater. In which 

case, chemical speciation modeling could be useful. 

A major limitation of the study refers to the fact that our sampling scheme was limited to 

the first three meters of the soil profile. For most RIBs, the water table is much deeper and 

deeper samples are needed to determine the extent of soil P saturation. Other limitations include 

the use of chemical equilibrium model for predicting P speciation in the soil. The model is a first 

approximation and thus, should be used carefully; predictions of presence/absence of P species 

by the model might not be observed in the field, where the system is much more complex than 

the model assumes. In addition, we used the model without considering the soil solution 

constituents (we just considered the wastewater constituents). 

Lastly, we were not able to make statistical comparisons between cells because just one 

experimental unit per RIB class was studied. Future investigations should consider studying at 
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least two cells per RIB type. For the fractionation study, only two deep samples per cell were 

analyzed. A more detailed characterization of the P speciation in the RIBs, considering different 

depths and distances from the outflows, is necessary. 
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APPENDIX A 
SAMPLING SCHEME FOR TREATMENT SAMPLES
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Figure A-1.  Sampling scheme for cell 2-3-A. 
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Figure A-2.  Sampling scheme for cell 4-3-B. 
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Figure A-3.  Sampling scheme for cell 6-21-C. 
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Figure A-4.  Sampling scheme for cell 7-6-B. 
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APPENDIX B 
VARIABILITY OF KSAT AT DIFFERENT DEPTHS 
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Figure B-1.  Distribution of Ksat values as a function of depth for Candler soil samples in the 

state of Florida (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2008). 
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Figure B-2.  Distribution of Ksat values as a function of depth for Candler soil samples taken 

close to Orange County, FL (Natural Resources Conservation Service, 2008). 
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Figure B-3.  Distribution of infiltration rate values for Candler soil samples taken in the Orange 

Country (FL) area. Sampling sites number 1 and 2 refer to samples taken within 3 
meters from left-hand side and right-hand side outflows, respectively. 
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APPENDIX C 
CUMULATIVE WASTEWATER VOLUME APPLIED TO THE CELLS OVER TIME  
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Figure C-1.  Cumulative wastewater applied to cell 2-3-A during the cell’s “life span”. 
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Figure C-2.  Cumulative wastewater applied to cell 4-3-B during the cell’s “life span”. 
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Figure C-3.  Cumulative wastewater applied to cell 6-21-C during the cell’s “life span”. 
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Figure C-4.  Cumulative wastewater applied to cell 7-6-B during the cell’s “life span”. 
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APPENDIX D 
DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATIONS OVER TIME FOR 

TREATMENT WELLS 
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Figure D-1.  Well 2-01 – First treatment monitoring well data for RIB 2-3 (young  and “good”). 

1.67 mg L-1 represents the average wastewater P concentration.  
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Figure D-2.  Well 2-02 – Second treatment monitoring well data for RIB 2-3 (young and 

“good”). 1.67 mg L-1 represents the average wastewater P concentration.  
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Figure D-3.  Well 2-03 – Third treatment monitoring well data for RIB 2-3 (young and “good”). 

1.67 mg L-1 represents the average wastewater P concentration. 
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Figure D-4. Well 4-01 – First treatment monitoring well data for RIB 4-3 (middle aged and “not 

so good”). 1.67 mg L-1 represents the average wastewater P concentration. 
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Figure D-5.  Well 4-02 – Second treatment monitoring well data for RIB 4-3 (middle aged and 

“not so good”). 1.67 mg L-1 represents the average wastewater P concentration. 
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Figure D-6.  Well 6-23 – Treatment monitoring well data for RIB 6-21 (old and “not so good”). 

1.67 mg L-1 represents the average wastewater P concentration. 
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Figure D-7.  Well 7-08 – Treatment monitoring well data for RIB 7-6 (old and “good”).1.67 mg 

L-1 represents the average wastewater P concentration. 
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APPENDIX E 
COMPARISON BETWEEN PSR VALUES FROM SAMPLES TAKEN NEAR AND FAR 

FROM THE OUFLOWS 

 
 
Figure E-1.  Average PSR distribution through the soil profile for soil samples taken near (within 

3 meters) (n=2) and distant (in the cell edges) (n=2) from the cell 2-3-A (young and 
“good”RIB) outflows. Soil surface of the cell 2-3-A represents zero depth. Error bars 
represent standard deviations for each corresponding depth.  
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Figure E-2.  Average PSR distribution through the soil profile for soil samples taken near (within 

3 meters) (n=2) and distant (in the cell edges) (n=2) from the cell 4-3-B (middle aged 
and “not so good” RIB) outflows. Soil surface of the cell 4-3-B represents zero depth. 
Error bars represent standard deviations for each corresponding depth. 

 
Figure E-3.  Average PSR distribution through the soil profile for soil samples taken near (within 

3 meters) (n=2) and distant (in the cell edges) (n=2) from the cell 6-21-C (old and 
“not so good” RIB) outflows. Soil surface of the cell 6-21-C represents zero depth. 
Error bars represent standard deviations for each corresponding depth. 
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Figure E-4.  Average PSR distribution through the soil profile for soil samples taken near (within 

3 meters) (n=2) and distant (in the cell edges) (n=2) from the cell 7-6-B (old and 
“good”RIB) outflows. Soil surface of the cell 7-6-B represents zero depth. Error bars 
represent standard deviations for each corresponding depth. 
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APPENDIX F 
PLOTS OF PSR AS A FUNCTION OF WEP 

 

 
Figure F-1.  PSR against WEP for treatment and control samples from cell 2-3-A (young and 

“good”RIB). 

 
Figure F-2. PSR against WEP for treatment and control samples from cell 7-6-B (old and 

“good”RIB). 
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Figure F-3.  PSR against WEP for treatment and control samples from cell 6-21-C (old and “not 
so good” RIB). 

 

 

Figure F-4.  PSR against WEP for treatment and control samples from cell 4-3-B (middle aged 
and “good”RIB). 
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Figure F-5.  PSR against WEP for treatment samples taken within 15 m from effluent outflows. 

 
Figure F-6.  PSR against WEP for treatment samples taken more than 15 m away from effluent 

outflows (We omitted three data points - (0.872, 5.52), (0.674, 7.43), (0.792, 9.31) - 
that had PSR greater than 0.6 to focus result data with PSR small than 0.3). 
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APPENDIX G 
ADDITIONAL IMPORTANT FIGURES AND TABLES 
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Figure G-1.  Phosphorus concentration in the wastewater since 1987. Average P concentration I 

and II refer to periods from 1987 to 1992 and from 1993 to 2008 respectively. 
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Figure G-2.  Trend of wastewater pH changes since 1987. 

Table G-1.  Results from the chemical modeling exercise. pH of 6.09, 6.16, 7.01, and 7.07 refer 
to the mean soil pH from cells 2-3-A, 4-3-B, 6-21-C, and 7-6-B respectively. pH of 6.89 refers to 
the average wastewater pH from 2003 to present. 
  pH 
  6.09 6.16 6.89 7.01 7.07 

CaH2PO4
+     1.4% 1.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

CaHPO4 (aq)     2.0% 2.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
 MgHPO4 (aq) 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

H2PO4
- 86% 84% 5.3% 2.6% 1.9% 

HPO4
-2    8.8% 10% 3.4% 2.3% 1.9% 

Hydroxylapatite 0.0% 0.0% 90% 94% 96% 
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APPENDIX H 
INFILTRATION RATES AS FUNCTION OF TIME 
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Figure H-1.  Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from Cell 2-3-A (young and 

“good”RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between the start and the end of each 
individual measurement. BR refers to samples taken within 10 m from the right hand 
side outflow and BL refers to samples taken within 10 m from the left hand side 
outflow. 
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Figure H-2.  Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from Cell 4-3-B (middle aged and 

“not so good” RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between the start and the end 
of each individual measurement.BR refers to samples taken within 10 m from the 
right hand side outflow and BL refers to samples taken within 10 m from the left hand 
side outflow. 
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Figure H-3.  Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from Cell 6-21-C (old and “not so 

good” RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between the start and the end of each 
individual measurement. BR refers to samples taken within 10 m from the right hand 
side outflow and BL refers to samples taken within 10 m from the left hand side 
outflow. 
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Figure H-4.  Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from Cell 7-6-B (old and 

“good”RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between the start and the end of each 
individual measurement. BR refers to samples taken within 10 m from the right hand 
side outflow and BL refers to samples taken within 10 m from the left hand side 
outflow. 
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Figure H-5.  Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from a control sample taken from 

Cell 2-3-A (young and “good”RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between the 
start and the end of each individual measurement. 
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Figure H-6. Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from a control sample taken from 

Cell 6-21-C (old and “not so good” RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between 
the start and the end of each individual measurement. 
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Figure H-7.  Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from Cell 7-6-B (old and 
“good”RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between the start and the end of each 
individual measurement.BR refers to samples taken within 10 m from the right hand 
side outflow and BL refers to samples taken within 10 m from the left hand side 
outflow. 
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Figure H-8. Infiltration rate as a function of cumulative time from Cell 7-6-B (old and 

“good”RIB). Midpoint time refers to the time in between the start and the end of each 
individual measurement.CTRL2 refers to control samples taken within 30m from the 
edge of the RIB and CTRL3 refers to control samples taken within 45m from edge of 
the RIB. 
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